New Rhodesia
A little poem
Long-tossed by change's tempests, we,
The children of Europa old,
Set sail to once again be free;
And we freedom we found on shores of gold.
Our feet were tired from constant flight,
Our hands outstretched in supplication;
"Save us from the coming night!"
We cried as we strove for our Nation
We yearn to be once more proud and free.
-Anon
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About New Rhodesia
New Rhodesia is going to become more than just a new nation, New
Rhodesia is going to be the new hope for a society that actually works for
us all.
New Rhodesia will be a state with real diversity, where blacks lives
among blacks and whites among whites.
New Rhodesia will not fight wars for oil or greed, and we will only
participate in battles if our sovereignty is under threat.
We will work and fight together for a new state, and we will be ready to
lift the heaviest burdens for the final victory.
We will harden the young, and raise awareness to our future and past.
We will be hard, but never unjust.
We will create a homeland for Europeans, in the middle of the birthplace
of modern man.
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Where are we now?
And where are we going?
Right now we are going steadily forward, and we have achieved goals long before
their deadlines.
We are mostly done with our website, and we have finished the white paper.
We have finished the most basic planning, we are focusing on getting new recruits
right now.
We hope that we can recruit 100 people or more before December, and also getting
some on the sideline that will join after we have settled.
There has been a ton of interest, we have received 50+ possible recruits in a week!
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Basic Planning
The next pages from here is all about the basic planning, like how we get there and
what we need to bring with us.
Expect that we are not finished with all the in deep planning, and this is just the most
basic stuff.

Government and organization
I will lead this mission until we have arrived at our destination.
The New Rhodesian government will be chosen by voting.
We will chose the government when we have settled, therefore it is something we
don't really need to think of right now.
It will not be an ANCAP paradise, because we need to work together to achieve our
goals and not every man for himself.
_________________________________________
We will also ban following ideologies/Ideas
*Marxism/Communism
*Cultural Marxism
________________________
We also don't need any of these people in New Rhodesia
*Transgenders
*Homosexuals
*Pessimists
*People who have committed murder or rape
_______________
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Transport
(For the first scouts)
Our area is laying in north eastern DRC, and there will be only a few dirt roads
because of poor infrastructure.
First everybody will individually travel to Kisangani with plane, and then we will
meet each other there.
There is 400 km from Kisangani to our area, there is dirt roads on 300 of those
kilometers but the last 100 km is on foot through difficult terrain.
We can rent a (taxi) rather cheap or we can rent a more expensive 4x4 with driver,
and then getting there more safely.
The scouts will then make a simple landing strip.

(For citizens that will come in the second wave)
All new citizens will travel on their own to Kisangani, and then we would try to
strike a deal with an Ugandan based private airline that can transport you to our area.
You will need to pay for all transport costs yourself, and it will not be cheap.
Expect 4000 usd or more just in travel expenses, and that will maybe just barely
cover it.
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Logistics
We need a lot of equipment to realize our dream, and the transport of the equipment
is maybe that hardest part of this cause.
What you need too bring with you.
Heavy equipment:
-Backpack at least 70 liter
-Hammock with mosquito net or a tent
-Small summer sleeping bag
Clothing:
-Light water resistant jacket
-Waterproof military boots
-Lightweight poncho
-Extra socks
-Extra underwear
Equipment:
-Swiss-knife
-Torch and spare batteries
-Little solar-panel
-Fishing rod and some hooks
-2 firesteel
-100 tablets of malarone malaria pills
-Insect repellent
-Little first help kit
-At least 5000 USD
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List of heavy and shared equipment we need
-Chainsaws
-Solar-panels
-Hammers
-Nails
-Folding shovel
-Nylon rope
-Seeds from different crops
-Garmin GPS
-Long range radios

This is just a simple list, it should only be used as a guide line.
We need a lot more equipment than just this, we will update the list frequently.
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Security
Firearms
We will acquire firearms, and we have contact info on some Ugandan based weapon
manufacturers. The firearms are mostly refurbished Soviet weapons, and they are
very cheap but still working without problems.
Natives
We have chosen an area that are very remote, and there is no big settlements nearby.
We will send out people that can negotiate with the natives, and we will make sure to
have a healthy relationship with any natives nearby our area.
But we will not tolerate any trespassing on our area by natives, and we will protect
our lands with all necessarily force.
Warlords
There is different paramilitary groups in north eastern DRC, and there is a little
chance that we can become a target.
Our militia will have patrols 24/7, and they will keep a close watch on our borders.
We will not become a easy target, and they will properly prefer some unprotected
little village instead of attacking a well armed village.
The Kinshasa government
We will have diplomatic relations to the Kinshasa government when we have grown
in size, and we will make sure that the government are not seeing us as a threat.
The officials outside of Kinshasa is very corrupt, and bribery is very common in
DRC.
United Nations
We will treat the natives of DRC with respect, as long they do the same against us.
We will not violate the Geneva convention, and we will only use force if we need to
defend ourselves.
China
The Chinese is very interested in rare earth minerals like cobalt, and there may be a
conflict of interest at a point.
We will try to prevent this, and we will cooperate with the Chinese government if
necessary.
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The Rhodesian militia
A well trained militia will be necessarily to protect our borders from intruders.
The 5 years of mandatory military service will make sure that we will have men that
can protect our borders.
Different vets have contacted us, a lot of them have many years of military
experience.
These men will train the militia, and be the spine of the army.
We will have a supply of weapons and ammunition as described before, the weapons
are old cheap refurbished Soviet firearms like ak47 or RPK so nothing special.
We have an upcoming citizen that have a diploma in repairing firearms.
In case of war then all citizens will be armed, we are expecting every man, woman to
fight for New Rhodesia if necessarily.
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Agriculture
The soil in the area is very good, and can be improved if we use the right methods in
farming. We need to make sure that we are not gonna flush out all the nutrients out of
the soil, the soil need to there
The weather is tropical, and therefore some crops cannot be grown there.
List of crops we can grow
-Yam
Are almost just the same as sweet potatoes.
-Sweet potatoes
Very fast growing crops, that can give amazing yields.
-Bananas
Good reliable source of food, and will give new fruits every year.
-Coconuts
Resistant crop that can grow almost anywhere, will give pure water and food.
-Papaya
Fast growing shade tree, with fruits that taste sweet and very good.
-Cocoa
Is a good revenue maker, but is slow growing.
-Tobacco
Also a good revenue maker.
-Maize
Very good crop, than can produce a lot of food that can be stored for later use.
-Chickpea
Can be harvested in 100 days, and is growing very fast.
-Cowpea
Can be harvested in 60-90 days, and the seeds can be stored for a long time.
Raised beds can easily be made to maximize our harvest on small scale, and can be
easily made by even armatures.
A good technique we will use is rotating crops, and that would prevent nutrients
flushing.
We will give out 5 acres of free land to every new citizen, and we will encourage
them to farm the land.
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Farming
We also need a substantial flow of meat, that can make sure we are feed and we can
trade with the neighboring cities. The land is very good for herding cattle, and we
will have large areas where the cattle could live.
The livestock can be bought from nearby villages, that cost of livestock in DRC is
very small. There is a river that can be used as highway to transport the livestock,
this will be a huge advantage.
We can use the excrement's from livestock as fertilizers, that will improve the quality
of the soil.
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The area
The area is located in north eastern DRC, and is very remote with no big settlements
in a radius of 40 kilometers.
We will write more about terrain and climate in the next two pages, and we will try
to explain why we chose this area.
We cannot give out the exact location of the area because it would compromise or
cause, and would not benefit us in any way.
There is no law enforcement in almost a 400 km radius.
So we will claim the land, and then try to strike a deal with the Kinshasa
government.
We are ready to fight for our rights if the Kinshasa government decline our offer.
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The climate
The climate in the New Rhodesia is going to be tropic, and therefore very humid and
warm.
These two diagrams are also giving a good overlook, how the weather in New
Rhodesia would be like.
Temperature in fahrenheit and celcius for every month.

Rain in mm and inches for every month.

As you can see we will have many days with heavy raining, and we would need to
make sure that we eliminate the issue of erosion.
That can be dealt with by proper draining of our living quarters by digging ditches,
and using pipes that can lead the water out in the river.
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The terrain
The terrain is mostly made of grassy hills, and with small islands of jungle
vegetation.
There is also rivers going through the area, and we will use the rivers for easy
transportation of heavy equipment.
Well known resources in the area is
-Timber
-Clay
-Water
-Farmland
-Gold
We cannot say 100% how the area would look like, don't expect this information to
be perfectly matched with reality when we arrive.
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Health
New Rhodesia is not gonna be a place for the weak, and you should not be on any
medication if you are interested in joining.
Malaria
Malaria is gonna be an issue no matter what.
We can try to prevent it by taking malarone pills, and using malaria nets.
Yellow fever
Is very common, but can easily be overcome with a vaccine.
Typhoid fever
Is common in populated areas of DRC, can be prevented by eating only processed
food and only drinking purified water.
__________________________________________________________
Vaccinations
This is a list of vaccinations necessarily for travel in DRC
Vaccinations against following diseases
-Yellow fever
-Typhoid
-Cholera
-Rabies
They may be expensive for some, but they are worth it in the end.
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Housing and infrastructure
Housing in the beginning would be simple, and mostly made out of primitive log
shelters or hammocks.
Don't expect any luxury in the first 5 years, this is not something that will happen
overnight.
_____________________________________________________________
Housing
Small cabins can be made out of logs, and we can insulate the cabin with clay from
the nearby river.
The hardest part is making a good foundation, and our best idea yet is to use sand
from the river for fast.
________________________________________________________
Roads and basic infrastructure
Its very rainy in the area, erosion will be a challenge of that reason.
We will battle erosion by digging drains in the sides of the roads, the roads will be of
gravel with rocks on the sides preventing the road from being washed away.
Sandbags can also stop erosion, it can also prevent flooding.
Sand is a resource that we don't need to worry about, there is plenty of it in the area.
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Diplomacy
Diplomacy is something we need to manage properly, and the future of New
Rhodesia is depending on it.
We will need to have connections with to neighboring cities, then we can trade and
New Rhodesia will prosper when trading is making us an income.
The Kinshasa government will not like that some Caucasian men are trying to inhabit
some of their land, so we need to be ready to pay officials off with bribes if they tries
to blackmail us.
The population in DRC is tired of civil war, some of them even miss dearly the old
colonial times when there was peace and prosperity.
We can use this to our advantage.
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Recruiting
New Rhodesia would die fast without new recruits.
Therefore we need to make sure that we can attract recruits into our cause.
_____________________________________________
Ways recruiting can work
-Good old school memes
-Websites with propaganda videos
-Social Media
-Reaching out for desperate Afrikaners in South Africa or Zimbabwe.
_________________________________________________________
We will make a wickr server that will only work with making propaganda 24/7, there
we will unite the forces that are willing to help New Rhodesia into a reality but
cannot go with us of some reason.
_________________________________________________________
The first tasks of the propaganda-server will be as following
-Create a Facebook account and a twitter account.
-Create videos showing how western civilization can be saved.
-Create memes to catch the youth, because the youth is the future of our nation.
-Show the world what our mission is.
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The dream
New Rhodesia is our forefathers dream about a state that cannot be corrupted.
A dream about a future where true diversity is enforced, not the lying and destroying
multicultural society that EU is forcing our homeland to accept.
We are not running from the problems in the western civilization, we are just trying
to keep the rot away from us.
We will make the foundation for a society that can change the course of history.
A society that will burn down the corrupt and lying politicians.
___________________________
Write us an email if you want to join the cause!!
Check the website for our email address.
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